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Diary Dates 
Morning Tea in honour of 

Professor Elizabeth Savage 
Tuesday, 17th December 

A Morning Tea will be held to 

celebrate Elizabeth’s achievements, 

her contributions 

to world-class 

research and 

public policy, and 

her service to 

CHERE and the 

Economics 

Department. 
 

Elizabeth was the 

inaugural Head of the Economics 

Discipline Group (2011 – 2014). In this 

role, she initiated and looked after the 

implementation of many important 

strategic initiatives: the Bachelor of 

Economics and PhD in Economics 

teaching programs, international 

recruitment practice, and a strong 

seminar program. All these initiatives 

and efforts led to building a group 

that was quickly recognised as one of 

the best departments of Economics in 

Australia. Over the last years, 

Elizabeth had an honorary position, 

helping Economics in various 

activities including recruitment, grant 

applications, and ERA reporting. 

11am – 12pm, UTS Business School 

staff room (level 8) 

 

EDG Morning/Birthday Tea 
December/January Birthdays will be 

celebrated at the first EDG Morning 

Tea in 2020. 
 

Happy Birthday!!! 

8th December: Natascha McQuilty 

21st December: Nirada Manosorn 

18th January: Sally Browning 

22nd January: David Goldbaum 

 

 

 

 

EDG Visitors 
Andreas Ortmann is currently 

visiting the EDG from the 4th 

December to the 18th February 2020. 

Andreas will be working on their joint 

ARC Discovery project together with 

Jingjing: ‘Wicked defaults: how to 

overcome the dark side of choice 

architecture’. Andreas is a Professor of 

Experimental and Behavioural 

Economics at the School of 

Economics at UNSW Business School 

since 2009. He received his PhD in 

Economics from Texas A & M 

University. 

Prior to his appointment at the 

Business School, he was the (Boston 

Consulting Group) Professor of 

Economics at CERGE-EI, a joint 

workplace of Charles University and 

the Academy of Sciences, Prague, 

Czech Republic. Prior to that 

appointment, he taught at Bowdoin 

and Colby College, Maine, USA. He 

also was, for a year each, a visiting 

scholar of the Program on Non-Profit 

Organizations at Yale University, the 

Max-Planck Institute for 

Psychological Research in Munich, the 

Max-Planck Institute for Human 

Development in Berlin, and the 

Harvard Business School. 
 

His work has been published in 

journals such as Management 

Science, Economic Journal Energy 

Economics, Journal of Economic 

Behaviour and Organization, 

Behavioural and Brain Sciences, 

Journal of Economic Theory, as well as 

others. His interests are wide-ranging 

and include Game Theory, Corporate 

Finance, Experimental Economics, the 

experimental methods in the Social 

Sciences, and the history of economic 

thought. He will be located in office 

09.096 and is hosted by Jingjing 

Zhang. 
 

 

 
Robert Mahlstedt is also currently 

visiting the EDG from the 4th to the 

21st December. Robert is an Assistant 

Professor at the Department of 

Economics at the University of 

Copenhagen and affiliated with the 

Institute of Labor Economics (IZA) in 

Bonn. He received his PhD from the 

University of Potsdam in 2017 and 

studied Economics at the University 

of Mannheim and the University of 

Bonn. 

Robert‘s research focuses on Labour 

Economics, Public Economics, 

Behavioural Economics and 

Microeconometrics. He is interested, 

in particular, in the evaluation of 

labour market policies, job search 

dynamics and the role of 

geographical mobility. He will be 

located in office 09.032 and is hosted 

by Benjamin Balzer. 

 

Research News 
Congratulations to 
Jingjing Zhang on her promotion to 

Associate Professor as well as to Peter 

Siminski on his promotion to 

Professor. Their promotions recognize 

their multi-faceted and relentless 

contributions to the department, 

University and academic community. 

Congratulations, Jingjing & Peter!!! 

Well deserved!!! 

 

Congratulations to 
Emil Temnyalov who secured a 

prestigious 

Discovery 

Early Career 

Researcher 

Award 

(DECRA) for 

his project 

 

 

 

mailto:natascha.mcquilty@uts.edu.au
https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/our-people/andreasortmann
http://www.robertmahlstedt.com/
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’Optimal policy and mechanism design 

in education and labour markets.’ 
 

Emil will use his grant of more than 

$416K to investigate optimal policy 

and mechanism design in education 

and labour markets, researching the 

efficiency implications of policies such  

as differential treatment in school 

placements, university admissions, 

and job promotions. 

The work is expected to enable 

policymakers and organisations to 

implement more efficient policies, 

and to inform public debates on the 

merits of preferential treatment, 

gender equity policies and other 

education and labour market policies. 

Congratulations Emil!!! 
 

On a personal note, Emil is very 

grateful for his academic colleagues 

at the EDG, who continue to create an 

outstanding intellectual environment 

and who gave great feedback on this 

project at Emil's internal seminar in 

October 2018; for the EDG and UTS 

professional staff who provided 

excellent support; and for the advice 

he received on his DECRA proposal, 

especially from Antonio, Isa, Jun and 

Misha. 

 

Congratulations to 
Mikhail Anufriev who has been 

awarded a Discovery Project Grant for 

‘Information 

design, cognitive 

abilities and 

macro-economic 

stability’, 

securing funds of 

more than $484K. 

In this project, 

Mikhail will 

collaborate with Professor Jan 

Tuinstra (University of Amsterdam) 

and Professor John Duffy (University 

of California Irvine) on experiments  

 

 

 

 

and models of adaptive choice to 

improve our understanding of 

individual Decision-making in 

financial markets and its implications 

for macro-economic stability. 

Congratulations Mikhail!!! 

 

Congratulations to 
Lionel Page for acceptance of his 

paper ‘Strategically Delusional’ at 

Experimental Economics. 

 

Congratulations to 
Antonio Rosato for acceptance of his 

paper ‘Bait and Ditch: Consumer 

Naïveté and Salesforce Incentives’ at 

the Journal of Economics and 

Management Strategy (joint with 

Fabian Herweg). This paper started 

back in the Spring of 2015 when 

Fabian visited the EDG during his 

sabbatical, and he would like to thank 

the department for the great 

hospitality. 

 

Congratulations to 
Shiko Maruyama for acceptance of 

his paper ‘Another Look at Returns to 

Birthweight’ at the Journal of Health 

Economics. 

 

Congratulations to 
Chris Bajada and Gordon Menzies 

who were participants and co-authors 

of the UTS implementation story 

'Developing sustainability learning in 

business school curricula – productive 

boundary objects and participatory 

processes' and which is forthcoming in 

Environmental Education Research. 

 

Congratulations to 
Antonio Rosato and Benjamin 

Balzer for acceptance of their paper 

‘Expectations-Based Loss Aversion in 

Auctions with Interdependent Values: 

Extensive vs. Intensive Risk’ at 

Management Science, a journal in the 

 

 

 

 

prestigious Financial Times FT top 50 

journal list. Benjamin and Antonio 

started working on this project in 

March 2017, soon after Antonio 

returned from his sabbatical overseas. 

This is Benjamin’s first publication and 

Antonio's fastest one (from initial idea 

to acceptance). Both are proud to be 

only the 4th and 5th members of the 

EDG to publish their research in a 

journal of the highly prestigious FT 

top 50 journal list and, as written in 

the acknowledgement footnote of 

their paper, they "thank Shelly Beach 

in Manly for its great hospitality while 

some of the work on this paper was 

completed.” 

 

Invited Research/Conference 

Presentations 
Kentaro Tomoeda will be presenting 

his paper ‘Sophistication and 

Cautiousness in College Applications’ 

at the Research Seminar Series at the 

Melbourne Institute on the 19th 

December. 

 

Mengheng Li presented his paper 

‘Forecasting economic time series 

using score-driven dynamic models 

with mixed-data sampling’ at the 2019 

Time Series & Forecasting 

Symposium at The University of 

Sydney on 11th and 12th of November. 

 

Mengheng will also present his paper 

‘US shocks and the uncovered interest 

rate parity’ at the 6th Continuing 

Education in Macroeconomics 

Workshop at UNSW on the 10th 

December as well as ‘Unobserved 

components and stochastic volatility in 

US inflation’ at the 2019 Reserve Bank 

of Australia Quantitative 

Macroeconomics Workshop at RBA 

on the 11th, 12th & 13th December. 
 

mailto:natascha.mcquilty@uts.edu.au
https://melbourneinstitute.unimelb.edu.au/events/research-seminars
https://sydney.edu.au/business/our-research/research-groups/time-series-and-forecasting/symposium.html
https://sydney.edu.au/business/our-research/research-groups/time-series-and-forecasting/symposium.html
https://sydney.edu.au/business/our-research/research-groups/time-series-and-forecasting/symposium.html
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Emil Temnyalov will present his 

paper ‘An Economic Theory of 

Differential Treatment’ at the Asia-

Pacific IO Conference in Tokyo, Japan, 

12th – 15th December. 

 

Shiko Maruyama is the principal 

organiser and founder of the 

workshop ‘Asian Workshop on 

Econometrics and Health Economics’ 

which is held this year for the 2nd time, 

in Otaru, Hokkaido, Japan from the 8th 

– 10th December. 

 

RES Hub is now live 

RES Hub is about providing excellent 

research support for the whole UTS 

Research community. 

Researchers, professional staff and 

HDR students now have access to a 

one-stop-shop for all UTS research 

systems and importantly to data 

about their own research profile 

(Research Systems and Insights 

pillars). 
 

Also, for the first time under the 

Research Careers Pillar – there is 

support for research development - A 

new research capability framework for 

UTS researchers and professional staff 

offers a means to identify the 

capabilities that will help build a 

successful career. 
 

To support the framework, the 

Research Careers Pillar also hosts new 

online modules in Canvas, access to 

booking research development 

events and a new research induction 

program for our new colleagues. 

 

Teaching News 

Canvas Makeup 

MakerSpaces for PG LXT 

Subject Coordinators 
Staff who have been unable to attend 

their faculty Makerspace, or need 

extra help getting started with 

 

 

Canvas, are invited to attend catch-up 

Makerspace sessions in December. 

Staff can book in for a focused day of 

all four sessions, or book one or more 

sessions across any of the days. 

Sessions include ‘Editing your Get 

Started module’, ‘Building content 

(Modules)’, ‘Setting up assessment 

task’ and ‘Setting up quizzes’. These 

sessions will include short 

demonstration sessions, followed by 

free time for you to work on your 

Canvas sites with individual guidance 

from LXT Learning Designers should 

you need it. Register here. 

 

Staff News 
Welcome to 
Nathan Kettlewell who commenced 

in November 

with the EDG as 

a 2020 

Chancellor’s 

Postdoctoral 

Research Fellow. 

Nathan received 

his PhD from 

UNSW in 2017 

and worked as a 

Research Fellow at The University of 

Sydney between 2017 – 2019. 
 

His PhD thesis explored topics in 

consumer demand for private health 

insurance, for example, the degree to 

which consumers adversely (and 

favourably) select into insurance, the 

effect of insurance on utilization of 

health care and consumer choice 

quality. Nathan is broadly interested 

in applied Microeconomics with a 

particular focus on economic 

preferences (particularly towards risk), 

health insurance and evaluation of 

government programs. His 

Chancellor’s fellowship project aims 

to understand how different 

measures of risk preferences relate to 

each other, how risk preferences 

 

 

form, and how they shape life 

outcomes by using a mix of survey 

and experimental data. 

 

International ProPEL 

Conference 

The 4th International ProPEL 

(Professional Practice, Education and 

Learning) Conference takes place 

from Monday, 9th to Wednesday, 11th 

December. Bringing together 

researchers and practitioners from 

across the globe, the program offers 

a line-up of presentations from 

distinguished professors discussing 

topics such as contemporary 

challenges to professional education. 

Register today 

 

Employee Assistance 

Program 
All UTS staff and their immediate 

family members have access to free, 

professional and confidential 

wellbeing coaching through the 

Employee Assistance Program 

provider, PeopleSense. 
Whether it's an emergency situation 

or general wellbeing support, the EAP 

can help with a range of personal and 

work-related issues that may be 

impacting on your quality of life or 

sense of general wellbeing.  

Call 1300 307 912 for a confidential 

appointment. 

 

UTS Capability Framework 
As you start to make plans and set 

goals for 2020, take a look at the  

UTS Capability Framework – a new 

framework of key capabilities that 

provide a roadmap on how we 

develop and prepare ourselves for the 

future, supporting us to deliver UTS 

2027. 

 

 

 

mailto:natascha.mcquilty@uts.edu.au
https://editorialexpress.com/conference/APIOC2019/program/APIOC2019.html
https://editorialexpress.com/conference/APIOC2019/program/APIOC2019.html
http://www.waseda.jp/prj-wishproject/asian-wehe/img/AsianWEHE2019_Flyer20190912Updated.pdf
http://www.waseda.jp/prj-wishproject/asian-wehe/img/AsianWEHE2019_Flyer20190912Updated.pdf
https://reshub.uts.edu.au/
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=JhyR6J_PnEqHjlJ4B76HkR33NIItugdLpT_yliJS3dxURVpVQzFPUVQwWEpPUkFTU0ZMV05RRFU1NCQlQCN0PWcu
https://www.uts.edu.au/about/faculty-arts-and-social-sciences/international-studies-education/4th-international-propel-conference-2019/welcome-propel-2019-conference
https://www.uts.edu.au/about/faculty-arts-and-social-sciences/international-studies-education/4th-international-propel-conference-2019/welcome-propel-2019-conference
https://www.uts.edu.au/about/faculty-arts-and-social-sciences/international-studies-education/4th-international-propel-conference-2019/welcome-propel-2019-conference
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=9fea28f4459e4fac6b0b80f65f8d04a7b88e0320bb5b43d88fdbbd8ea11a3cef75e85ce8dc32ef8169751f3069018c63624286d6145fd15d
https://www.peoplesense.com.au/psychological-services/clinical-services/eap-counselling
https://staff.uts.edu.au/topichub/Pages/Manage%20my%20employment/Employee%20assistance%20program/employee-assistance-program.aspx?utm_source=sfmc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=InternalCommunicationsUnit&utm_term=&utm_content=text
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=5c76cc6465bea7d386c6947ff0dc9e5da3a479785c4805fecf872a0383bcddc8d1911f03608540dbbf47e2f767cc2974e0384ce4caa5ccdf
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Get HR help with new virtual 

assistant AskHR 
The blue AskHR icon will be available 

at the bottom right corner of your 

screen on StaffConnect topic pages. 

Type a question or choose from the 

menu of frequently asked topics. 

AskHR can help with simple enquiries 

such as finding a policy or procedure, 

a question about leave, or checking 

your pay and conditions. Give it a try! 

 

Two Factor Authentication 
If you are planning to travel over the 

holiday period, particularly overseas, 

there are some things you need to 

know about using 2FA. 
 

Mobile authenticator app is the 

recommended method for travelling 

overseas. Download the app for free 

from the App Store or Google Play 

Store. 
 

Set up an alternate form of 

authentication as a backup, just in 

case you experience any issues with 

the app or SMS. 
 

If internet access/Wi-Fi is not 

available where you are, you can 

authenticate via a mobile app code 

(download the app before travel). 
 

If you will be changing SIM 

cards/phones while overseas, please 

register the new device before travel. 

You can do this at 

https://aka.ms/MFAsetup. 
 

If you lose/forget your device while 

travelling please contact UTS IT 

support immediately. You can log a 

ticket with Service Connect (this does 

not require 2FA) or call +61 2 9514 

2222. 
 

To change your 2FA settings or to set 

up the mobile authenticator app, 

please go to 

https://aka.ms/MFAsetup. 

 

 

‘Happy Holidays’ from the 

Head of the EDG 
I thank everyone who was with the 

Economics Department and in our 

lives in 2019 - Academics, casual 

tutors, PhD and Honours students, 

and of course our fantastic support 

team! We worked all together, 

achieved many great things in all 

areas, and are in a good position to 

accomplish even more next year! I am 

looking forward to meeting everyone 

in 2020 and wishing everyone a 

relaxing and safe ‘Happy Holidays’. 

Celebrate well!    – Mikhail 

 

2019 EDG Staff Christmas 

Party 
The staff of the EDG thoroughly 

enjoyed themselves, celebrating this 

year at the Dolphin Hotel in Surry Hills 

with canapés, drinks, presents, games 

and a whole lot of laughter. Mikhail 

gave a very different speech to the 

above, leaving out the adjectives and 

asking EDG staff who attended the 

party to randomly call out adjectives 

to fill in the gaps and by doing so, 

finalising his speech. 
 

Staff that couldn’t attend the party 

and missed out on hearing it can read 

the beginning and end of this funny 

speech below (which probably was 

even funnier after a few drinks and 

had at times quite fitting adjectives): 
 

Note: Any similarity with actual 

events or characters are purely 

coincidental! 

 

“Dear jolly Department of Economics, 
 

This is an ambitious Christmas speech 

from your powerful Head. 
 

Our department worked a lot during 

a whole proud 2019 year. We were 

exceptionally sleepy in teaching, very  

 

 

 
sexy in research, and engaged with 

industry in an incredible arbitrary way. 
 

It is really great that everyone was so 

gentle and collegial this year. Let me 

just highlight a few of our awesome 

achievements: We did not have an 

intelligent job market this year, 

however, several truthful colleagues 

joined our terrible group: Adeline, 

Bowen, Lionel, Luis and Nathan. 

Welcome, we are problematically 

happy that you are with us. 
 

Amazingly, no one left this year, even 

the most greedy colleagues. Thank 

you all!” 
 

[The middle part of the speech was 

removed by a powerful censor. It is 

available upon bossy request.] 
 

“As you understood from this short 

but managerial speech, I am really 

proud of what we accomplished 

together. I am really happy to work 

with such bossy individuals like you, 

the many stinky faces here. 
 

Congratulations and thanks to 

everyone! 
 

I wish you all Merry Christmas and a 

Happy Magical New Year!” 

 

 

The EDG Admin Team would like 

to thank you for a great year and 

wish all of you a wonderful and 

relaxing couple of weeks  

(for some a few more ). 

We look forward to working with 

you in 2020. 

Happy Holidays & Happy New 

Year!!! 

 

mailto:natascha.mcquilty@uts.edu.au
https://staff.uts.edu.au/topichub/Pages/Manage%20my%20employment/Starting%20at%20UTS/Welcome-to-UTS.aspx
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=55427b6ac5c842c00dc0e50a3027c0557c2d3f7bc2625ee54248edcadbc1a5a49277817911b686ae97ee6c722db982509ab150f28a18510a
https://uts.service-now.com/serviceconnect/?id=kb_article&sys_id=6da89e1bdb456b082db8e2564a961997
https://aka.ms/MFAsetup
https://aka.ms/MFAsetup

